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Traffic Investigation Report
Purpose of Traffic Investigation
A traffic investigation was performed to measure and observe motorist, bicyclist,
and pedestrian behavior and safety as well as to note the existing roadway
characteristics. The investigation is intended to focus on the problems identified
by the neighborhood petition letters, as well as problems observed during the
course of the investigation. Traffic counts and speeds have been recorded.
Based on this information, recommendations have been made which will be
implemented by the Town provided that a clear majority of the directly affected
residents who return a completed survey form to the Town approve of the
recommended changes.
Problems Identified by the Neighborhood (see Petition letter in Appendix)
A petition letter, dated 3/28/12, was submitted to the Town by the Westover
Woods HOA along with 30 signatures dated 4/12/12 – 4/16/12. This letter
requested that the neighborhood be part of the 2012 Traffic Calming Program.
The concerns cited are:
Residents from the Preserves of Avon apartment complex are:
 Ignoring the one-way sign and speeding through the Westover Woods
subdivision.

A copy of the petition appears in the report Appendix.
Neighborhood Roadway Characteristics (see Roadway Data Checklist and aerial
exhibits in Appendix)
Neighborhood characteristics were observed on Tuesday, June 5, 2012, and on
Tuesday, June 12, 2012, from 6:00 – 6:30 PM. A speed limit sign (25 mph) is
located on Burnett Boulevard for traffic entering the Westover Woods subdivision
from Dan Jones Road. In addition, 25 mph is the codified speed limit for all
residential streets in Town, unless otherwise established by the Avon Town
Council.
Although the Preserves of Avon apartment complex is private property, the Town
maintains both Commons Boulevard and West Edge Trail. Commons Boulevard
has adjacent right-angle parking located adjacent to the street on the Preserves
of Avon property, as does West Edge Trail, which connects to Westover Road
via a narrower connecting roadway. No centerline or roadway edge pavement
markings exist on Commons Boulevard or West Edge trail. Painted, white stop
bars and stop signs are located within the Preserves of Avon apartment complex.
Burnett Boulevard and Commons Boulevard are similar entry boulevards serving
the Westover Woods subdivision and the Preserves of Avon apartment complex
respectively. The maximum widths of these two streets are 46 feet and 34 feet,
respectively. A landscaped median separates one entry lane from one exiting
lane (Burnett Boulevard) and two exiting lanes (Commons Boulevard) in the
vicinity of Dan Jones Road. The road width then tapers to a two-lane street
section before intersecting Westover Road/West Edge Trail.
Westover Road is a straight, 26-foot wide street with only one vehicle noted
parking on-street near the roadway connector between the two developments.
Westover Road is straight and about 425-feet long from its intersection with
Burnett Boulevard to its angled entrance into the Preserves of Avon apartment
complex.
A “DO NOT ENTER” sign is posted for traffic traveling west into the Westover
Woods neighborhood; however, the Westover Woods homeowners association
stated in their petition letter that motorists frequently violate this sign. Two
“SLOW – CHILDREN PLAYING” signs are located on both sides of the street
facing traffic entering the apartment complex property, as well as one “15 mph”
on the right (east) side of the connector at the property line. In addition to a
roadway bend at this location, the road width constricts to 20-feet wide. Two
parabolic speed humps measuring 14-feet long by about 3-inches high are
installed at this location. These humps are centered about 25 to 30 feet apart. A
playground area is located adjacent to the connector on the Preserves of Avon
property.

Four-foot wide sidewalks in good condition are located along both sides of
Westover Road; however, they do not connect with the sidewalks on the
Preserves of Avon property. A five-foot green buffer strip exists between the
sidewalk and the mountable rolled curb street edge. Also, there are no existing
sidewalk connections from the Westover Woods subdivision to the Preserves of
Avon property and to an adjacent commercial strip center. No other safety
deficiencies were noted for pedestrians, other than vehicles violating the “do not
enter” sign.
Pedestrian, bicycle, and other forms of recreational transportation were not
observed, except for a half dozen or more children playing on June 5 around the
playground area in the vicinity of the connector roadway between Westover
Woods and the Preserves of Avon property.
There were no sightline obstructions for motorists traveling along Westover
Road, and the stopping sight distance appears to be at least 300 feet in the
vicinity of Burnett Boulevard. Intersection sight distances appear to be adequate
at the intersections of Westover Road with Burnett Boulevard and Overbrooke
Lane.

Burnett Boulevard looking east towards Westover Road

Dan Jones Road looking north from Burnett Boulevard

Westover Road looking north from Burnett Boulevard

Connector street linking Westover Road and West Edge Trail. Two speed humps with
faded markings are present.

Playground adjacent to connector roadway on Preserves of Avon property

Connector roadway looking south along Westover Road

Commons Boulevard looking south to West Edge Trail

Dan Jones Road looking south from Commons Boulevard

Recorded Traffic Data (see Traffic Data Location exhibit and Table Data Table in
Appendix)
For the purposes of addressing the petitioners concerns, a traffic investigation
was conducted focusing primarily on Westover Road and the connector street
section to West Edge Trail, with additional traffic data being collected on Burnett
Boulevard and Commons Boulevard.
Traffic count locations (A, B, C, D) are shown on the aerial map. Data was
collected in one-hour increments beginning on Sunday, May 20, 2012, and
ending on Saturday, May 26, 2012. A traffic data table was prepared, which
summarizes the recorded speed and traffic volume information for both directions
of travel at each location.
Analysis of Traffic and Roadway Data (see aerial exhibits in Appendix)
Although there were an average of 45 vehicles each day recorded traveling on
the connector roadway from the Preserves of Avon apartment complex to the
Westover Woods subdivision (in violation of the “DO NOT ENTER” sign), there
does not appear to be a speeding problem on Westover Road or Burnett
Boulevard. The average speed recorded at location B on Westover Road was
17 MPH, and the 85th percentile speed was 23 MPH. Roughly 10% of all vehicles
were recorded as exceeding the 25 MPH speed limit on this street. Traffic

volumes are low at this location, with an average of 187 vehicles per day (vpd)
recorded.
Higher speeds were recorded on Burnett Boulevard; however, this entry
boulevard does not have any driveways located on it and only one residential culde-sac street serving ten homes. The average recorded speed at location A was
24 MPH, and the average recorded 85th percentile speed was 29 MPH. Almost
50% of all vehicles were recorded as exceeding the 25 MPH speed limit on this
street. While these speeds may warrant a speed hump if they were recorded on
Westbrook Road, these speeds do not appear to constitute a significant safety
concern on Burnett Boulevard. The average traffic volume recorded at location A
was 333 vpd.
Although roughly one-third of all vehicles traveling through the roadway
connecting Westover Woods subdivision and the Preserves of Avon apartment
complex travel southbound into Westover Woods, traffic volumes are light (137
vpd). Traffic at this location (data collection point C) traveled at an average
speed of 11 mph, with an average 85th percentile speed of 16 mph. These
speeds are the result of the two speed humps, the road bend, and the narrow
street width in this location. The location of a playground area makes these lower
speeds a priority to maintain for safety purposes.
It appears that at most, 15% of the Preserves of Avon apartment traffic uses
Westover Road and Burnett Boulevard to access Dan Jones Road. Especially for
motorists traveling south, the Burnett Road intersection may be a quicker way to
enter Dan Jones Road, which during extended periods during the day has a
continuous stream of traffic traveling both northbound and southbound. The
installation of the new multi-lane roundabout at CR 100S/ Dan Jones Road has
significantly improved operations at this intersection, but has reduced the number
of available gaps for traffic to enter Dan Jones Road from nearby side streets.
Remediation Alternatives
Speeds do not appear to be a significant problem in this neighborhood. If a
concern persisted about speeds on Burnett Boulevard, a very long speed hump
could be installed across the entire width of the roadway (26 - 46 feet).
Pavement markings, used to make the existing speed humps visible on the
connector roadway, should be refreshed at this time and periodically in the future
so that the speed humps stand out to motorists. This should help to keep speeds
down in the vicinity of the neighborhood. Speed humps signs could be added at
this location, but may be confusing to motorists given the number of signs at this
location already. Closing the connecting roadway is another proactive alternative
that can be considered.

Finally, the ability of traffic to enter onto Dan Jones Road should be monitored
over time. An indication that not enough available gaps are present for turning
traffic, especially left-turning traffic, will be an increase in the number of crashes
at both entry drives. As traffic continues to grow, turn lane modifications on Dan
Jones Road maybe warranted at both Burnett Boulevard and Commons
Boulevard. Improvements made to the Commons Boulevard entrance may help
to decrease the number of vehicles from the Preserves of Avon apartment
complex that use Westover Road.
Recommended Alternatives and Estimated Costs
Pavement markings for the two speed humps on Westover Road should be
refreshed this year and every year in the future, if needed.
The Town should consider implementing improvements to the Commons
Boulevard/ Dan Jones Road intersection, if needed, in order to improve
access to and from Dan Jones Road. The need for any improvements could
be studied and conducted in tandem with improvements made at the entry
road intersection to the CSX Big Four rail yard to the north.
If the “DO NOT ENTER” violations do not decrease to an acceptable level to
the Town after improvements are considered at the Commons Boulevard/
Dan Jones Road intersection, the Town should consider adding a speed
hump or other type of traffic calming improvement on Burnett Boulevard.
Closing the connector roadway between the two developments is another
option to be considered if this change does not have an adverse effect on
emergency access to both the Westover Woods and Preserves of Avon
developments. This closure would improve safety for the young users of
the playground area. The closure could be accomplished by installing a
gate that could be opened for emergency access, or by removal of the
connector road and replacement with a landscaped area which could
complement the playground area.
Public Works Department Recommendation
The Public Works Department will meet with the Police Department to see if
enforcement of the DO NOT ENTER sign can be implemented.
Town Council Action
The Town Council at their August 23, 2012 meeting requested that the Public
Works Department look at various options to reduce or eliminate the number of
vehicles that violate the DO NOT ENTER sign.
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/
3/28/12

To:

Ryan Cannon
Public Works Director
Town of Avon

From: Westover Woods HOA & Residents
Re:

2012 Traffic Calming Program

We the board and residents of Westover Woods (WOW) are requesting to be part of the
2012 Traffic Calming Program. There has been an ongoing safety concern with the
illegal traffic going from the Preserves of Avon (POA) apartment complex into the
WOW subdivision. That road was designated as a one-way from WOW into POA when
built with a one-way sign and a small speed bump. The one-way designation has been
routinely ignored along with speeding through the area, causing a constant hazard to both
the residents of WOW and the children of the POA. There happens to also be a
playground next to-that cross road.·
The Avon Police Department has been notified of the hazard but has not been effective in
stopping the illegal and hazardous traffic. We are very hopeful that being part of the
Traffic Calming Program will help eliminate the hazard and avoid the inevitable injury of
a child or a WOW resident. Please add the WOW to the roster of Neighborhoods in the
program.

Sincerely, The Residents and Board of WOW

KWLvJciJJ~

Karen St. Clair, Secretary

~)2::1(?,-!U
Mike Lowden, Member at Large

See Attached Petition:
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2012 Avon Traffic Calming Program ‐ Roadway Data Checklist
Subdivision Name: Westover Woods
Street Name: Westover Road/ Burnett Boulevard
Tuesday, 6/5/12

Tuesday, 6/12/12

Speed limit sign locations:
Stop sign locations:
Rolling stops?
Parked car locations:

6:00 ‐ 6:30 PM
No
"25 MPH" on Burnett Boulevard, "15 MPH"
signs on Commons Boulevard, Westover Road
at speed humps
See aerial
None observed
One (near Westover Road connector)

6:00 ‐ 6:30 PM
Yes
"Children Playing" signs facing south at speed humps
on Westover Road, "do not enter" sign facing north at
speed humps
Checked locations
None observed
same truck, same location

Pavement markings?

None in Westover Woods.

Painted stop bars in Preserves of Avon

Time observed:
Photos?

Roadway element dimensions
Width:
Width at neckdowns:
Tangent lengths:
Curve radii:
Sidewalk widths:
Grass buffer widths:
Mountable curbs?
Marked crossings?

26 feet (20 feet on connector)
20 feet
425 feet +/‐ (Westeover Road)
Bend at connector near playground
4 feet
5 feet
Yes
No

Burnett Boulevard max width is 46 feet, Commons
Boulevard width is 34 feet

Sight distances
Obstructions?
Shortest ISD (where?):
Shortest SSD (where?):

Burnett Boulevard looking north: row of
mailboxes and low‐mounted stop sign
Adequate (400+ feet)
300 feet +/‐ near Burnett Boulevard

Non‐motorized traffic
Pedestrian volumes and patterns:
Bike/other volume and patterns:
In‐street travel:

Only children in playground
None observed
Scooter in connector near playground

No children today, no pedestrians
None observed

Other Comments:

Consider closing off connector?

Distance between speed humps = 25 to 30 feet
Many non‐standard stop signs in Westover Woods

Westover Woods Subdivision - Data Collected 5/20/12 to 5/26/12
A - Burnett Boulevard
Direction of Travel
Eastbound

Westbound

Both Directions

Average (Mean) Speed
85th % Speed
35 MPH+
10 MPH Pace
% Traffic in Pace

24 MPH
29 MPH
11 (1.1%)
21 - 30 MPH
68.6%

22 MPH
28 MPH
8 (0.9%)
21 - 30 MPH
66.7%

24 MPH
29 MPH
18 (1.0%)
21 - 30 MPH
67.8%

152
45.5%

181
54.5%

333
100%

B - Westover Road
Direction of Travel

Northbound

Southbound

Both Directions

Average (Mean) Speed
85th % Speed
35 MPH+
10 MPH Pace
% Traffic in Pace

17 MPH
22 MPH
0
13 - 22 MPH
55.2%

17 MPH
23 MPH
1 (0.2%)
13 - 22 MPH
52.8%

17 MPH
23 MPH
1 (0.1%)
13 - 22 MPH
54.1%

105
56.0%

82
44.0%

187
100%

Northbound

Southbound

Both Directions

11 MPH
16 MPH
0
6 - 15 MPH
66.0%

11 MPH
16 MPH
0
6 - 15 MPH
64.3%

11 MPH
16 MPH
0
6 - 15 MPH
62.8%

92
66.8%

45
33.2%

137
100%

D - Commons Boulevard
Direction of Travel

Eastbound

Westbound

Both Directions

Average (Mean) Speed
85th % Speed
35 MPH+
10 MPH Pace
% Traffic in Pace

18 MPH
23 MPH
3 (0.1%)
16 - 25 MPH
59.1%

14 MPH
19 MPH
2 (0.1%)
11 - 20 MPH
60.8%

16 MPH
22 MPH
5 (0.1%)
13 - 22 MPH
55.9%

493
60.4%

323
39.6%

816
100%

Average Weekday Traffic Volume
% of Total Traffic (Directional Distribution)

Average Weekday Traffic Volume
% of Total Traffic (Directional Distribution)

C - Westover Road
Direction of Travel
Average (Mean) Speed
85th % Speed
35 MPH+
10 MPH Pace
% Traffic in Pace
Average Weekday Traffic Volume
% of Total Traffic (Directional Distribution)

Average Weekday Traffic Volume
% of Total Traffic (Directional Distribution)

Westover Woods Subdivision
Traffic Data Table
2012 Avon Traffic Calming Program

